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NOT FAKE NEWS!!!
By: Alexa Ocampo, Amor Bernui, & Melanie Cervantes

The Portlight staff wrote to the White House Press Office requesting an interview with President Trump.
This was their response:

LAUSD Special Olympics
By: Ingrid Escarrega, News Editor

Phineas Banning High School hosted the 2017 LAUSD Special Olympics. Elementary and middle schools from around the area attended this
event Friday, March 10.The schools that attended were De La Torre El,
Fries EL, Hawaiian EL, Lomita EL, Harry Bridges Span MS, Dodson
MS, Fleming MS, White MS and others. This event lets students with
special disabilities have a day full of joy and fun with their classmates
and other students.

?
“Nerds Rule The World”
By: Melanie Cervantes, Managing Editor

Congratulations to all those who maintained a G.P.A of a 3.5 or higher
from their entire High School career and receiving an Academic Scholar Jacket!!! Way to go Pilots!!

?
MMP March at the Happiest
Place on Earth
By: Melanie Cervantes
Managing Editor
On Sunday, February 19, 2017, the Mighty Marching Pilots marched through Disneyland, beginning at It’s a Small World ending way down Main Street. Although they were only given 10 minutes to perform, they put on a spectacular show! There were several Banning Pilot supporters, along
with myself, who were excited to see them perform and it was a pleasure to capture these moments.

Sweet
Charity
By: Alexa Ocampo, Editor-In-Chief
Sweet Charity is a hilarious classic musical about a girl,
Charity Hope Valentine, who falls
in love with the wrong men and
is dumped by all of them. Along
with big spenders, dancehall hostesses, hippies, and people who
love to cry at weddings, Charity
goes through heartbreaks with a
jerk, a celebrity, and even a seemingly kind man. She just can’t

win…but, she figures it out in the
end.
Sound like something
you’d watch? Well it’s your lucky
day; Sweet Charity is coming to
Banning High School in April,
2017! Anyone and everyone are
welcome to experience this wonderful play, presented by Banning’s own theater, chorus, band,
drill, and stage crew students.
All of the sets,
the dances, the
acting, and the
singing are made
and performed by
these hardworking
students. They are
working tirelessly
to perfect this play
to
demonstrate
it to you, your
friends, and your
family.
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Oroville
Dam
By Kevin Duran
News Writer

Recently the people living nearby the Oroville dam were
evacuated because of concerns involving an erosion in the Oroville
dam spillway. Water levels were
also reaching the peak of the dam
because of the record breaking
storms occurring the last couple
of weeks. The water level was so
high the emergency spillway had
to be opened.
More big storms were

still happening which made
a hole on the emergency
spillway. This made state
officials signal out an evacuation order. Overflow of
the dam can cause a flood
onto the river below it.
With a flood on the river leading down into the
homes of many people it
can cause major damages.
State officials are currently working on repairing the damaged
spillways for the upcoming storm
this weekend.
Officials say that the
situation will calm down after
the repairs on the dam. They also
conclude that people of the cities
of Butte, Sutter , and Yuba can return to their homes, but must stay
vigilant on the situation.

Recognize Privilege
(Opinion)

News

PBHS

Not So Sanctuary

By: Giselle Gallardo (News Photographer)
Late January, the 45th
president signed a document to
take away the rights of a number
of sanctuary cities to not be able
to shelter illegal immigrants.
The mayor in Chicago
is going against presidential orders and says, “We will stay a
sanctuary city.” A sanctuary city
is a city that shelters illegal immigrants. Some sanctuary cities
are Los Angeles, New York, San
Francisco, Chicago, etc.
The CNN article, by Tal
Kopan, “What Are Sanctuary Cities and Can They Be Defunded?”
says, “The order declares that entities labeled “Sanctuary Jurisdictions” by the secretary of the Department of Homeland Security

will be “not eligible” for federal
grant.” It states that if the sanctuary cities don’t follow presidential orders, they will not get federal grants to run their city. They
will basically be on their own.

Banning’s Art Show!!
By Poem Medina, Opinion and Editorial Writer

By: Giselle Cabrera, Opinion Writer
Millions of people united and marched all over the world
to stand in solidarity against the
inauguration of President Donald
Trump on January 21 at Women’s
Marches. I was moved to hear
that all the protests were peaceful
and there weren’t any arrested.
But if you really ask yourself
“why they weren’t any arrests?”,
you’ll see most of the people in
attendance were white women.
They marched freely, never seeing police in riot gear, never having to wipe away pepper spray,
and never fearing arrest.
White women will continue to put their race over their
gender. Last November, white
women showed up again and
overlooked racism, homophobia,
and islamophobia and they voted
53% Trump. White women need
to start recognizing the privilege
they have and educating themselves on how to empower all
women not just white women. If

the marches were mostly black
and brown women the police
would have been encouraged to
stop them, throw tear gas and
get physical. How do we know?
Look at the black lives matter
protest, where militarized police
always showed up. Look at what
happened at Ferguson, Baltimore,
look at Standing Rock.
Women of color are tired
of white women continously being able to do no work and reap
all the benefits. We must fight
for underprivileged women who
will feel the brutal backlash of
Trump’s policies. When the next
Sandra Bland, Rekia Boyd, Trayvon Martin, Eric Garner happens
we need these numbers to come
out and support the movement to
equality. So see you white women at the next BLM protest right?
Because if you’re not fighting for
all women you fight for no women.

Editorial
Content

Unsigned editorials reflect the views of the Portlight staff
and not necessarily the newspaper advisor, the faculty, administration, or LAUSD credited stories, or the opinion of
the writer. This is a student run publication protected by student press laws. We adhere to professional ethical standards.

Banning’s Annual Art
Show featuring sculptures, photographs, drawings and other art
made by our students took place
in March. The teachers supervising this event were Mr.Vargas,
Ms. Asker-Chipman, and Ms.K.
This was a great way for students to express themselves in a
creative way. Students presented
and could sell their creations and
got to view their classmate’s art
as well. There were also two students, one playing piano and the

other singing, while the event was
going on.
In my opinion, this is
a great event to have because it
can be inspiring to others. One
might look at an art piece and use
that as motivation to either make
something creative or event make
art into a career. Students are so
stressed with academics and this
art show is their time to relax
and admire the beauty that is art.
Make sure not to miss out on next
year’s art show and be creative!

STOP-it
App
By: Jacqueline Marroquin
News Reporter

The STOP-it app was
created by Todd Schobel. Schobel
created the STOP-it app when he
heard about the story of a 15-yearold girl named Amanda Todd who
committed suicide for being bullied. When Schobel heard this
story he immediately decided he
wanted to create an app to stop
bullying.
David Brearley Middle
School and High in Kenilworth,
N.J started using this app. Students have been submitting
screenshots of any type of bullying they see on social media. This
app has actually help reduced the
amount of bullying incidents in
this school and now more than
100 schools have signed up to use
this app to stop bullying.
As of right now students don’t use this app. Many
people who get bullied are afraid
to speak up. But not only them,
people who are bystanders are
also afraid to speak up.
Bullying is a topic that
we should really take seriously.
Many that have been bullied have
tried ending their lives and others
actually have. If you know anyone that is being bullied or think
that is, speak up. Say something
because you could actually be
helping that person.

Fake Netflix
App
By: Jacqueline Marroquin,
News Writer
Be careful you may be
using a fake Netflix app. There is
a fake Netflix app with a malware
that can spy on you called Spynote Rat.
This malware was designed to sneak into people’s devices and take them over to do
sneaky activities. You are most
likely to get this malware if you
download the app from a non-official site. 			
The Spy-note was identified last
year but it has only been used
within the fake Netflix app. Not
only is it hacking the device it
also makes sure that the hacking
doesn’t stop at all.
This malware can take
pictures, make calls, hear your
conversations and it can be traced
with the device’s GPS.
Be careful when you
download apps from non-official
sites because you may be at risk.

Support the arts!
Sweet Charity
April 27, 28, 29
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Opinion

What Do Schools
Value Most?
Ivan Delgado, Staff Reporter
Five days ago I put up “I feel they have gotten away
a discussion topic on the Toluna from teaching in ways to perk
website. The question was “Do children’s interest and just pushyou feel that the learning envi- ing them through. Children
ronment has gone from wanting should enjoy learning and don’t
to learn to one where students see that, they just want to get it
just want a passing grade in their done.” As for the comment that
was in disagreement it was a simclasses?”.
I have received six com- ple “NO”.
Later, I submitted anments and four were in agreement.
One was about how schools don’t other question “Do you feel the
care about students and the other learning environment has gone
from promoting learning to one
did not agree with the question.
				 where we want a passing grade?”,
A comment was “Just when did and the results were that 66 peoschools start getting paid by how ple voted. Of those 66 people,
many “heads” they have in each 83% voted YES and 17% voted
class? Think the problem is not NO.
that students just want a passing In my opinion, schools have
grade but that schools don’t care strayed away from giving stuabout students anymore--except dents a place where they want to
learn.
as “cash cows.”.
Another comment was

Take Action!
Giselle Cabrera, Staff Reporter

On February 16, Councilmember Joe Buscaino of Council District 15 shared his state-ofthe-district dinner, sponsored by
Tesoro.
Wilmington ranks with
the top 5% of communities with

highest pollution exposure
in CA. Families and community members live near 6k oil
wells. They live with higher
chances of asthma and cancer
risk. Buscaino needs to stop
putting corporations over the
community member’s lives.
Tesoro is currently expanding to become the biggest
refinery west of the Mississippi. Our already over polluted
city doesn’t need this! We need
to put the health and safety first.
Tweet and facebook Joe Buscaino. Call him out! Tell him that he
needs to take a stand and make
our community safe.

Our New President…
Editor In Chief: Xena Ybarra
I’m not happy about our new
President. I’m sad to see Obama
and Biden be replaced by homophobic men who speak rudely of
people in our country and other
countries.
Although I’m disappointed, I’m hoping that there

will be good things to come for
our country and its people. It
would be sad to see people suffering. 		
All I can have
is hope and prayers that the next
four years pass on by and he does
not run for a second term.

PBHS

Know Your Rights
Giselle Cabrera, Staff Reporter
Donald Trump made
anti-immigration promises time
and time again during his campaign and is now the new president. But even if he is president,
everyone in the USA has constitutional rights including people
who are undocumented. 		
To help immigrants stay
safe, during these scary times, it’s
important to know your rights.
●
If ICE comes to your
door, do not open it! ICE can only
come in with a signed warrant by

a criminal court judge, have them
show it through the window, but
if they don’t have it, don’t let
them in.
●
Exercise your right to
stay silent. ICE can use anything
you say against you in your immigration case. Say “ I plead the 5th
amendment and choose to remain
silent.”
●
Don’t sign anything
without going over it with an attorney.
●
Don’t carry any false

documents.
●
If you have your Alien
Registration Number, also known
as A number, write it down some
where your family members can
reach it.
●
If you have children,
prepare a form that gives the authority to another adult to care for
them, just to be safe.
●
Additional information
is available from American Civil
Liberties Union.
www.aclu.org

Volunteering is a
Benefit to Students
Poem Medina, Opinion and Editorial Writer:
Most high schools require community service in order
to graduate and a lot of students
dread doing it. On the other hand,
I believe it is a benefit because it
gives students the experience of
having a real job and also looks
very good on a resume.
I used to think volunteering was pointless until I tried
it and I realized that if it’s something I can enjoy doing, it can
help me learn skills that school
doesn’t teach me.
Not only are we giving back to the community but
we preparing ourselves for work
after high school. When schools

tell you to do community service,
they typically give you the options of volunteering at elementary schools, churches, and retirement centers and I believe that is
the main reason students want to
refuse.
Students don’t realize
that those are not their only options. They can volunteer at so
many other places as long as they
get consent from their teacher.
For example, I took no interest
in any of those options because
I don’t work well with kids and
I don’t go to church, so I asked
my teacher if I can volunteer at an
animal clinic and he said it was

okay. I ended up getting all of my
hours in and I still volunteer until
this day.
The main reason I find
that volunteering is a benefit is
because it has helped me see
what it’s like to have a job and it’s
something students can actually
do with their lives besides be a
couch potato and go on electronics all day.

Education Budget Cuts:
Why is the Art Department always first
to go?
By: Rocio Palacios, Reporter & Photographer
It’s getting close to the time
when schools start experiencing
mid-year budget cuts and classes
start getting removed. What I
notice is that whenever that happens, the art classes are always
the first to go and I’ve wondered
why. People seem to think that
those subjects aren’t important,
but they are. Students need ways

to express themselves and art is
a good way to accomplish that.
Many of those elective classes
are what keep students in school
since art may be their career
pathway.
Along with removing classes,
many teachers lose their jobs.
This is very bad as high schools
need to have elective classes. If

all they offer is the core classes,
many students might start feeling
as if there is no point in attending
school. This would cause a drop
in school attendance and then the
school would lose more money.
Therefore, when it comes to budget cuts, students and teachers
must fight to keep the art department and other electives open.

The Gays
By: Valeria Ruiz, Staff Reporter

People have a lot to say
about gay people, and gay parenting in particular. People say that
children will not have adequate
role models since their parents
are the same sex. This is not true
though, because gay parents can
make excellent role models and
the kids will still have other adults
in their life to look up to. They
also think that children will be

confused when they start their
own family because they will not
be aware of how opposite sexes
live with each other. However,
the children will have family and
friends that are in opposite sex relationships, so they will still have
that influence in their life.
A pro of gay parenting is
that same sex couples are adopting many orphans and giving

them a loving home. The children
will experience growing up in a
home filled with love, affection,
and financial security. Before gay
parents adopt a child, they get a
background check to see if they
are fit parents and financially
ready to have a child. The children
that are adopted are well taken
care of.
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Opinion

Stand In
Solidarity

PBHS
“Refugees Welcome”
By: Jacqueline Marroquin, News Reporter

By: Giselle Cabrera, News Staff
Under this new administration our communities are
going to be facing many threats.
As a community of color and a
community full of industry, we
have to stand in solidarity with
other communities under attack.
In Wilmington we have 5 refineries, many active oil wells, and the
largest port of the nation.
Communities of color
have higher exposure to air pollution than their white, non hispanic counterparts (according to
the american process.org). . Environmental racism is affecting
us directly. Communities of color
aren’t being treated the same as

more affluent communities. And
with a president who has said that
climate change is a hoax, when
it affects us everyday, we must
stand in solidarity.
“Someone needs to explain to me why wanting clean
drinking water makes you an
activist, and why proposing to
destroy water with chemical warfare doesn’t make a corporation a
terrorist”(Winona LaDuke). Right
now in North Dakota many native
people are fighting for the right
to their land promised in treaties
with the government. They deserve clean air and clean water,
which are basic human rights.

Wilmington is directly connected
to them by local refinery, Tesoro,
which is trying to expand to become the largest refinery in west
to the Mississippi.
Tesoro is also planning
to bring oil from North Dakota
and Canada on crude oil trains.
Also known as “Bomb Trains”
because many explosions which
have occurred, killing dozens
and spilling oils. We are directly
connected, we can not stand idly.
We must stand in solidarity with
them. If one community is under
attack so are we.

Dr. Ben Carson Thinks
Slavery is just like
Immigration?
By: Kevin Duran, News Staff

A lithograph of a slave ship evoking the terrible conditions suffered by Bernarda Bryson Shahn.

Dr. Ben Carson, the
Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD), referred
to slaves as immigrants. He said
“That’s what America is about, a
land of dreams and opportunity..
There were other immigrants
who came here in the bottom of
slave ships, worked even longer,
even harder for less. But they
too had a dream that one day
their sons, daughters, grandsons,
granddaughters, great-grandsons,
great-granddaughters, might pur-

sue prosperity and happiness in
this land.”
He caused an uproar
over twitter with these remarks
as to whether he knows what
the word ‘slave’ means. Later,
a HUD spokesman spoke with
Good Morning America trying to
clear what many thought during
his speech. He said, “no one was
confusing voluntary immigration with involuntary servitude.
Please.”
Soon after his interview

Ben Carson tweeted, “You can
be an involuntary immigrant,” he
said, adding that “slaves didn’t
just give up and die, our ancestors
made something of themselves.”
He continued, “An immigrant is:
‘a person who comes to live permanently in a foreign country.”
In my opinion, he seems to have
saved face showing his understanding of the difference between slavery and immigration.

Students Run LA has
been training at risk students
to run the marathon. It teaches
them the benefits of goal setting,
developing their character, and
gives them a life changing experience. For example, more than
95% of the students who start the
marathon, finish it and graduate
from high school and more than
90% of SRLA graduating seniors
have plans to attend college. This
year 48 Banning students ran out
of a 120 that turned in a packet
to try to run in the beginning of
the year.
Mr. Mendoza, SRLA coach said
“students grow so much because
they learn to goal set which isn’t
an easy thing and change when
they cross the finish line whether
they see it in the moment or
not.”. Mendoza spoke about one
student in particular who grew
through SRLA,Lyptis Rubalcava,
he talked about how SRLA gave
him the courage to come out as
transgender and made him comfortable in his transition. When
he felt sad, he would think about
the races and how they made

him happy. His best part of the
marathon this year was when he
finished with his friend Giselle.
As to what he learned from his
coach, Mendoza taught him to
be goal oriented, determined,
and to always eat a banana a day
(now he eats four a day). SRLA
prepared him for the future by
helping him reach what he once
thought was unreachable.

an email with a statement saying;
“ Almost all Americans have descendants from somewhere else.
Immigrants and refugees make
this country great. And turning away refugees, like we did
to Anne Frank, does not make
us great. Refugees are welcome
here, Muslims are welcome here
and immigrants are welcome
here.” This activist group had
also emailed NBC 4, New York
stating, “We have no formal
group-- just private citizens who
felt like we needed to say something about the America they believed.”

Jobs and
Education
By: Xena Ybarra, Editor-in-Chief
There are many seniors
in highschool that do not know
what they want to major in. They
do not know enough about a certain field in order to pick a major
they will not constantly change.
Well there is an easy way to find
out everything one needs to know
about a possible career of their
choice.
First you must go to
*http://www.act.org/content/
dam/act/unsecured/multimedia/
wwmap/world.html
Then scroll down to find
“EXPLORE YOUR CAREER
OPTIONS
CHOOSING A CAREER IS A
BIG DECISION
Explore careers with the Worldof-Work Map (not mobile-optimized) to see how occupations
relate to each other. Or log in to
ACT Profile to personalize your
own World of Work Map with
questions about your interests,
abilities, and values”

Click on the highlighted
words and it will take you to the
wheel shown below.
Once you get to this wheel you
can click on any area of the wheel
and all the necessary information
will appear.
For more information go to the
website: http://www.act.org/content/dam/act/unsecured/multimedia/wwmap/world.html

It’s Morphing Time!!

SRLA Changes Lives
By: Giselle Cabrera

On February 21, 2017
at 1 p.m, on the same day as
Homeland Security Department’s
announcement of expanded immigration enforcement policies
was made, a 3 ft. x 20 ft. red and
white banner was hung across
the Statue of Liberty. The banner
read “Refugees Welcome,” and
wasn’t taken down until hours
later. However, by the time the
banner was taken down pictures,
were already spreading across social media.
An activist group called
“ Alt Lady Liberty” claimed they
were responsible for this and sent

SENIOR
EDITION!!
Coming to
you soon!!
This one’s
for you,
seniors!!

By: Abraham Garcia, Features Writer

I used to be a big Power
Rangers fan back when I was a kid.
Something about that cheesy action packed show had me watching it for a while. Then a trailer
for a brand new Power Rangers
movie was released in 2016 and I
instantly wanted to watch the film
to see if it would bring nostalgia
and to compare it to the greatness
of the show. When I saw it I was
surprised on how good it was.
The villain is Rita and
her creation, Goldar, is from the
original show. It was cool seeing
her adapt to the modern world.

Each character is different and
unique and it was interesting to
see how they all came together.
The film really brings detail and
backstory to all the characters
which makes you care for them.
Sadly there wasn’t much action
because this was an origin story.
But when they all finally morphed
and used the zords, everyone in
the theater was cheering and clapping. It brought nostalgia and
managed to be more mature but
kid friendly at the same time. I
highly recommend this movie to
anyone who was a fan of the show.
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Inside The Yearbook
By: Alexis Magallon Sports Editor and Carmen Martinez Sports Page Designer

As it is Mr. Vargas’s
fourth year leading the Pilot
Wheel staff, there are high expectations for this year’s yearbook to
be better than the past. With this
year’s book being the largest it’s
ever been, it is expected to have
more pages and more features.
It is expected to sell out and be
cheaper than last year.
Portlight: “What is the
theme for this years yearbook?”
Mr. Vargas: ‘’The theme
this year is a minimalist design.
It’s going to be a real simple design. Clean, not too busy. We are
focusing on quality over quantity.
We’re going to use fewer pictures
per spread, but the best pictures.
The reason we’re doing that is because this year there is going to
be a photo on every spread that is
linked to a video, so you’ll be able
to see the video of all the other
pictures.’’
P: What can we expect
from the yearbook?

V: ‘’It’s a bigger book
with more pages compared to last
year’s book. It is going to be physically bigger: 9x12 as opposed to
8x11 with at least 16 more pages.
It is also cheaper than it’s
ever been with prices like prices
from the 1990’s! So we’re expecting to sell out and we’re hoping
underclassman buy the book as
well.’’
P: You mentioned the
prices are cheaper than it’s ever
been, what are the prices?
V: The prices started at
$65, but went up to $75 after winter break. But...it will be up to $85
towards the end of the year. Last
year the book started at $75 and
ended up at $95.
One of the biggest differences this year is that the senior
personal pages are more than half
off from last year. Last year a senior personal page was $210, this
year they are $100. If any senior
wants a personal page they need
to come see Mr. Vargas or any

yearbook staff and pay for it in
the student store. There are limited pages so we want to let people know about it and hopefully
they’ll hear about it through the
newspaper.

V: There’s going to be an
app from our yearbook company.
Then there’s going to be a specific
picture on every page that either
has a logo or let’s you know it’s
a live picture. All you do is put
your cell phone camera over the
picture, it scans it and it’ll show
you a video. It’ll be a slideshow or
interviews or different things. For
example, we take thousands of
pictures for football but we can’t
put all of them in the yearbook.
So what we’ll do is put the top
pictures in the yearbook and the
other pictures will go on a slideshow so everyone can watch it,
screenshot their pictures and do
whatever they want with them.
Don’t miss out on buying this
years yearbook !

By: Monica Andrade, Staff Reporter
“I wish I would’ve taken fewer
AP classes and spent more time
with them. Quality over quantity.
AP classes really do take a lot of
work, in and out of the classroom.
It makes your life easier if you
take AP classes that you are actually interested in”- Christianne
Bulosan, Senior

for Makeup
By: Monique Rodriguez
Features Editor

P: You also mentioned
the videos coming from the pictures, how is that going to work?

Student Experiences
With AP Classes?
Taking Advanced Placement classes can be quite intimidating and overwhelming with
the extra work and effort you
have to apply. While you are considering taking an AP class, you
have to understand it is college
level, meaning it is going to be
more challenging than your normal classes. However it is recommended that you take AP classes
because if you pass the AP test
you may get college credit. This
means you do not have to take or
pay for one semester of a class in
college. Even if you do not pass
the test, it is still worth the practice you will see how a college
course truly is like. The Portlight
took this to the students to ask
what their experiences with AP
classes were:

PBHS
D u m p s t e r Portlight
Diving
Staff

age than last year, but you have to
think: Would you rather be struggling in regular classes? or struggle in Advanced classes that’ll
push you forward, look good on
college applications and boost
your GPA. It is a struggle, but
having AP classes pays off in the
end” - Evelyn Lagunas, Senior

“My experience with AP
classes is all over the place. You
have to continue maintaining a
schedule and make time to study
for your AP classes or else it’ll
be hard to manage. It was challenging at first but after a while
you get the hang of it. Now I have
four AP classes my senior year,
it’s even more difficult to man-

Editors-in-Chief:
Xena Ybarra
Alexa Ocampo

Editors:

Quality makeup and
perfume can be expensive, but
there may be a way to get name
brand cosmetic products for free.
You can go dumpster diving to
search for make up and might
even find products in perfect condition.
Many beauty supply
stores have a policy prohibiting
them from reselling returned cosmetic items, even if the item has
not been used, and they are required to throw the product away.
Stores have also been known
to throw away tester items with
product still in them.
To retrieve these free
makeup products, you first have
to locate the dumpster that the
store uses. Then, start searching
for any products. This can get
messy since sometimes a box full
of returned items will be smeared
with an open foundation, shampoo, lotion, etc.
Employees sometimes
deliberately try to sabotage the
products so that they are not
taken home by other employees,
however this is usually no big deal
after you clean the item. Always
wash items and sanitize them
with rubbing alcohol before using
them.
Enjoy your free make
up!
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What is the IMC ?
By: Ingrid Escarrega, News Editor

Ever wonder where your test and graphic organizers come from? Meet the Instructional Media Center
(IMC). At the IMC there are many things that are done, for example: fixing computers, printing worksheets
for classes, correcting scantrons, and laminating, and variety of other things. Within the IMC, students help
distribute the copies that teachers request. It’s also a class that students take that requires a lot of patience
and time to learn how the copiers and printers work and all the other materials they need to use in that class.

Mr. Finley, Mr. Can, and
Ramon keep the technology
moving.

Tattoo Freckles?!
By Odalis Zuniga, Features writer

Those who have freckles, like me, know the feeling
of trying to hide/cover them,
but not all who have freckles
like to hide them. As for those
who weren’t blessed with freckles, a trend started in late 2016
where people draw them on.
As far as that goes, people have
even tattooed freckles on their
face for a more permanent look.
As well as those who already
have freckles have gotten them

tattooed in to appear darker.
I can see why some
people would want them permanently tattooed on, so they won’t
struggle having to draw them
on and take them off everyday.
I just hope that this won’t become a beauty trend because
this is a bit too extreme. Stick
to drawing them on, or just
embrace your natural beauty!
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Getting Your
Driver’s License
By: Monique Rodriguez, Features Editor

The first step in getting your
license is taking driver’s education. You can find these classes
online, and Banning offers after
school driver’s ed class for free.
If you’re at least 15 and
a half and have completed driver’s ed, you can take your written
permit test. If you’re over 17 and
a half, you do not have to take
driver’s ed to obtain your permit.

After you get your permit,
you must complete 50 hours
of behind the wheel training,
and 10 must be at night. You
also need 6 hours of behind the
wheel training with an instructor.
Once you’ve had your
permit for at least 6 months
and are at least 16 years old,
you can take your driving
test to obtain your license.

Netflix’s Fortunate Series

Photography is Important
By: Rocio Palacios, Features Writer
When people think of photography, they might think of pretty
images. To me, it
is a form of art.
Being in a photo
class has made
me realize that
it is more than
pretty pictures.
Photography can
be used to express thoughts
and create powerful
pictures
that grab the
audience’s attention. In the world
we live in, with all these crazy
events happening, I can use this
form of art to document controversial moments and really make
people think.

A Series of Unfortunate

written by Lemony
Snicket,is a book series about
three kids whose parents died.
They are being chased by a man
seeking their fortune. I thoroughly enjoyed the book. When
I heard the series was getting its
own show on Netflix, I didn’t
know what to expect, especially
since the movie wasn’t that good.
Well, it has finally arrived and
exceeded my expectations. It captures all the mystery and misery
from the books, and throws in a
little humor. 		
T h e
characters are well played and act

just like in the book, especially
Count Olaf, the villain, who is
played by Neil Patrick Harris.
The good thing is that
you don’t need to read the books
to understand the show. Every
two episodes covers one book
and they are fairly similar, so
anyone can enjoy the series and
not be lost. 			
There are a couple differences
added into the show, but they’re
good additions. Overall, this is
a great series and I can’t wait
for the next season. I recommend this show to any fans of
the books or any mystery fans.

It’s after school on a Friday and
you and your friends are looking
for something to do. If you want
to hangout somewhere local and
just chill, Hojas is a good place
to go. You can sit and drink tea or
coffee while eating and catching
up with your friends. Or if you
want to eat at a burger place you

Happy Camper
Bookfair

can go to Tom’s or Gus.
If you are looking to go somewhere further, you can take the
bus or get a ride from your parents to the mall. At the mall, you
can walk around look at the stores
and eat something there. You can
even go to the movie theater.
Another really fun place

to go is the Pike in Long Beach.
There are movie theaters, stores,
places to eat, and a beautiful view
of the beach.
If you try out these activities, have a great time with
your friends!

Teacher vs. Student
By: Julie Melgarejo, Art Page Designer
Monserrat Ibarra--->
(Junior)

By: Valeria Ruiz, Features Writer
opened charter schools in
Michigan in poor communities. These schools scored worse
than traditional public schools.
Her actions have destroyed traditional public school
for black and brown children in
Detroit. The money that went to
these failed charter schools weakened the finances of public schools.
The for-profit companies that run
these school are more interested
in the money than in educating.

along with many other POC, have
suffered so much for years and it
is a never ending war. Because
of many photographs of historical moments in my culture, I am

able to see what my people went
through and all they have accomplished. 		
People need to
see what is really
happening in the
world. Like photographer Oscar
Castillo
said,
“If we don’t do
it, nobody else
will, or they’ll
do it wrong.”
Sometimes
a
photograph
is
more powerful
at showing the
struggles of the majority, because
we are NOT a minority, and that’s
why photography is important.

By: Monica Andrade, Features Writer

Public Schools Are Doomed
Betsy DeVos was elected as
Secretary of Education despite
having no experience. She is a billionaire business woman that has
spent much of her life promoting charter schools and vouchers. Neither she or her children
attended public school. DeVos’s
family has given over $200 million dollars to Republican candidates which has paid off now
that she is Secretary of Education.
DeVos and her husband

I identify as an indigenous
Mexican / xicana and my people,

Fun places to go / Activities to do

By: Abraham Garcia, Features Writer

Events,

PBHS

<--- Mr.Jimenez
( U.S. History Teacher)
1) How many bones are in the
body?

the U.S.?
Mr.Jimenez: “Missouri River.”

Mr.Jimenez: “267 I think,
right.”

Monserrat Ibarra: “Isn’t the
Mississippi River?”

Monserrat Ibarra: “ I think 86,
right.” 		

4) What percent of the world is
covered by land?

2) What is the capital of Utah?

Mr.Jimenez: “Estimate of 33%.”

Mr.Jimenez: “Salt Lake City.”

Monserrat Ibarra: “Like,30%.”
5) What is the smallest bone in
the body?

Monserrat Ibarra: “Salt Lake
City.”
3) Which is the longest river in

Mr.Jimenez: “I don’t know the
exact name, but it is in the finger,
right.”
Monserrat Ibarra: “It’s in the
nose.”
Answers
1) 206
2)Salt Lake City
3)Missouri River
4)Estimately 30%
5)Stape (in the Ear)
Winner: It was a tie

Peculiar Pets
By : Jasmine Contreras
Features Writer

Many people have typical pets such as cats or dogs. However, there are others who have
unusual pets at home. Here is a
list of peculiar pets that you can
have at rather than having normal
pets:
-Chinchillas: This type of animal
makes a good house pet because
they are small, furry and very energetic. However, you have to be
cautious when it roams around

because it is small and fragile.
-Hedgehogs: If you want a hedgehog as a pet you have to be careful
when holding it because of their
spins.
-Flying Squirrel: In order to have
this type of squirrel as a pet, you
have to make sure to feed it only
fresh food.
-Chanterelle Fennec: This animal
is a type of fox that can actually be
a house pet. It has the energy of

a dog and it is similar to the size
of a cat.
-Capuchin Monkey: You can have
this type of monkey as a pet in
certain states however there are
things to consider. You can feed it
fruits, vegetables and some meats
but nothing with dairy. Its behavior depends on the monkeys
mood, sometimes it can get angry
or other times it can be playful.
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Art
Speaks
Poem Medina
Opinion and Editorial Writer

This is an animated fairy drawing.
I drew this to show that art doesn’t
have to be realistic. Animated art can
mean just as much as realistic art.

Where
Words

Noemi Macias- Art Designer
“Day Dream Waves”

I see waves like hidden in caves...
Maintained inside it saves... Something which everyone craves... To
know, but it stays underneath graves...

Are
Unable
Jennifer Ixta
Art Editor

This drawing was actually supposed
to be a recreation of a Disney movie character, but was then changed
at the last minute. I spent about 2
hours thinking how she would look
overall and how her hair was going to come out. My final result...

To
Explain

Mary Smith- Art Designer
“Two of a Kind”

This piece was created to represent being gender-fluid, one body and multiple minds. Being gender-fluid is
often overlooked and this piece was
meant to express that a bit more and
make it something fun and eye-catching. This led to my final results...
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Congratulations to SRLA for completing the LA Marathon!! Way to go Pilots!!

Student Run LA Tips

Kobe’s Gone but Magic Is Back

By: Luis Morales, Sports Reporter

By: James Dempsey, Sports Reporter

It’s the middle of February you have been working countless hours running in the rain and
even at night, and now you are
a few weeks away from the big
race. To ensure your safety and
well-being, here are do and don’t
tips from marathon experts..
Tip 1: Be prepared for the weather. The LA marathon falls in the
beginning of summer and the
weather averages around 75 degrees. But it might spike as high
as 85 degrees. So make sure to
bring water and the appropriate
clothing for the marathon.
		
Tip 2: Study the map. The course
is 26 miles that will cross uphill
and downhill so it’s important to
know your terrain. But don’t try
to run the course the day before

the race because you will get sore
and tired.
Tip 3: Wear proper equipment!
You wouldn’t bring soccer cleats
to a football game, therefore you
can’t bring any equipment to a
marathon. If the weather is above
70 degrees wear shorts and a tshirt and make sure to use running shoes with ankle support for
long runs.
Tip 4: Don’t try to keep up with
your friend. If you’re the slowest runner from your group run at
your own pace. Runners run too
hard in the beginning, and struggle at the end.
Top 5: Designate an emergency
contact. In case something goes
wrong always have an emergency
contact to pick you up.

		The
16-time
NBA Champions are determined
to bring back another trophy to
Los Angeles in 2017. It will take
effort and huge determination to
get the job done.
Co-owner Jeannie Buss
fired her brother Jim and hired
Magic Johnson as Vice President

Banning
Soccer Team

to bring the team back to glory.
This is the first season
the Lakers are without Kobe Bryant, and the missing of his presence will cause Laker fans to
yearn forever. With Black Mamba gone, a team full of young and
outrageous talent is left to attempt
to bring home the Larry O’Brien

NBA Championship trophy on
their own.
With the 2nd pick in
the 2016 NBA Draft the Lakers
selected arguably the best player
in college basketball; Brandon
Ingram.The 6’9 small forward
averaged 17.3 points per game at
Duke and looks forward to bringing the pain in Los Angeles.
Along with Ingram,
D’Angelo Russell and Nick
“SwaggyP” Young are standouts,
each averaging over 13 points
per game and can electrify the
crowd.
With these three stars on
the court, and Magic in the front
office, there is no limit to the kind
of excitement coming back to the
City of Angels.

Superbowl 51

By: Carlos Gonzalez, Sports Reporter

By: Leonel Ramirez, Sports Reporter

Banning boys soccer
team had a great start in Marine
League being undefeated. Unfortunately, the team had a minor incident and had to forfeit some of
their Marine League games. The
team had to win the rest of the
games because of the incident.
According to MaxPreps, they did
what they had to do by winning
George Washington Prep, Carson,

Narbonne, and Gardena.
The team qualified into
the Division Playoff being the
10th seed. By advancing to the
Divisional Playoff games, Banning Pilots are facing their first
playoff game against the 7th
place seed San Fernando at San
Fernando High School. Goodluck Pilots!!!

Superbowl 51 is now in
the books and it was a historical
super bowl to remember since the
Patriots racked up their fifth super
bowl victory.
The first half was all
about the Falcons. Tthey scored
repeatedly on the Patriots defense
having no mercy. The Falcons
quarterback Matt Ryan threw for
a total of 284 yards and threw for
two touchdowns. The Falcons defense was smothering Tom Brady
who was sacked four ttimes. The
score in the first half was 28-9

with the Falcons taking the lead.
The Patriots needed to
step up their game to make some
type of comeback. After halftime
the Patriots gave it their absolute
all and were able to score 25 unanswered points on the Falcons.
The Falcons could’ve
easily chewed some time off the
clock and kick a field goal which
would’ve secured the game. That
wasn’t the case though. Matt
Ryan got sacked for a loss of
yards and it put the Falcons out

of field goal range so they had to
punt the ball.
The Patriots scored
again to tie up the game. Which
put both teams in the first ever
overtime in super bowl history.
The Patriots crushed the Falcons
defense in overtime and were able
to score and win super bowl 51.
Super Bowl LI is historica nd will be one of the best
super bowl comebacks in football
history.

